Cruise Planning Pilot Program
Intro & History

- Java & database design
  - WHOI CMS
  - WHOI Cruise Planner

- Interest by UNOLS
  - Issues:
    - Scope = WHOI
    - Built using proprietary software
Something New
Mission

To make the collection & distribution of cruise planning better.

- Operators
- Researchers
Objective #1

- Listen & Document

- Goal: To understand your operation & process
  - before decisions are made

  Interviews
  - anyone interested
Objective #2

- Develop a prototype
  - Goal: Organic, customizable fit
    - Select 2 operators for implementation
      - Best fit for the pilot
Objective #3

- Provide as open source cruise planning web application
  - Available to any operator
Objective #4

- Report our findings

 Goal: Secure more funding if necessary

- Document Need
- Maintenance costs
- Features for the future
Scope

- 1-year program

- Obstacles:
  - Time
  - Complexity
  - IT support
Contact Us

Adam Shepherd
WHOI
adam @ whoi.edu
508.289.2772